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About This Content

*NOTE* This pack is available in the in-game store under the Marketplace tab. You are strongly recommended to find the
product there and make your purchase from within the game.

In order to be able to use this add-on livery product, you MUST first own the BR Class 20 Loco Add-On. If you check in the in-
game store it will verify if you own it before you purchase.

The Bo-Bo Class 20 ‘Chopper’ is now available for Train Simulator in the Red Stripe Railfreight livery.

Built initially from 1957 to 1962, and then again from 1966 until 1968, the 228 locomotives in the Class were designed to haul
freight, but were often pressed into service during the summer months on seaside specials.

Known by their nickname ‘Choppers’, a name derived from the distinctive beat that the engine produced under load and
resembling the sound of a helicopter, the Class 20’s relatively low power output – 1,000 horsepower – saw many operate in pairs
across the British rail network. This was also due to the poor visibility caused by their long nose, which saw the locomotives run

almost exclusively cab first.
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Title: BR Railfreight Class 20 Add-On Livery
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RailSimulator.com
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Don't buy this. I completed it in 68 minutes and the price they are charging for it is ridiculous. It's daylight robbery.
It tries to be like Limbo but it only manages to copy the art style correctly. Length of game is small. Smaller than Wang.. I
completed the game in a short hour. My life has changed. I no longer want to eat vegetables, but rather embrace them, I have the
most vigorous sexual desires for them after experiencing this masterpiece. I recently set fire to my entire garden to destroy the
entirety of plantlife in my local vicinity. I have several carrots in my drawer for when I feel a desire to express myself to the
vegetables. I have never experienced greater joy as I couragously plough through the endless nightmares that now happen within
my mind in the darkness of the night. I can not promise you happiness, but I can promise you an emotional turnwheel of events
which may change your life as you know it. When you enter this game, you may never leave again, become one with the
vegetable, become the vegetable.. Takes forever to actually understand this game but rewards to patient learner with one of the
best grand strategy games ever made. Refunded. Slow loading, no skipping the cutscene, boring story/storytelling, poor engine
quality. The game idea and design had potential but needs a different engine.. Awesome game! Cool to play against friends on
splitscreen!. A very good logic game but can't go fullscreen or change res (640x480 max).. best. pack. ever.

EVER.

OM tested, Chargeo approved.. too hard for shiba. AVOID THIS!

Can't play with friends feasably.

You can spend 20$ to get a clan together at which point if there are less than 6 of you, youll be matched against 6. forever and
always. if there are more than 6 of you YAY you have a full team, but a clan only holds 5 to begin with so fork over money for
that.
No support, so refunding that isn't a thing.

As to playing with friends without a clan forget about it, as it isn't supported by the game.
Pay to win, sure fine whatever.. better gear than you can earn for sale... which is lame.

 but the big thing is the game would rather match you against the bots and botters (which are endless) than actual players...
Single player esque pay to win small map dumb ai version of Jagged Alliance. Steer clear, maybe try frozen Snyapse
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This game is basically the exact same thing as mxgp3. The physics are identical except that you crash if you case even a small
jump. Very annoying. The rear wheel still spins slower than the bike is moving while floating above the ground and there is no
roost. Very stupid, I dont know why they cant fix these things. Mesx is WAYYYYY better. Refunded.. 10\/10
Better than Nuclear throne. Run's amazing, 50+ FPS on Windows 8 in windowed mode; go to SE5 folder/data/HUDSettings and
edit Width and Height. When you run SE5, click Setup and change Display Drive to your graphics cards, Video mode to
Windowed, Video memory usage to Safe. (Graphics and Background left on High ;)).
Nvidia Settings for SE5 executable Manage 3D settings, Program Settings:
Maximum pre-rendered frames: 1
Power management mode: Prefer Maximum Performance
Triple buffering: On
Vertical sync: On
Dunno how much of the above is necissary or if it actually did anything, but the above is what I cobbled together from over the
interwebs to get good fps.
AND DO NOT FORGET TO D/L BALANCE MOD!
Also, toss in some shipsets and spice it up.. It is very difficult to play this game on a modern PC, and thus it's hard to enjoy it.
For example, a Windows 10 notification will cover about 1\/4 of the screen, because the resolution is so small. Most games
would allow you to ALT+TAB out and get rid of the notification, but Starfleet Academy will not accept that input. You also
cannot exit using ALT+F4, and the notification will cover the menu buttons, so you have to just fumble around until you get a
message about "aborting the mission" or whatever. tl;dr, you're a captive audience to a game you can't play.

Okay, yes, I could turn off notifications. The game also has not made that simple fix seem worth it; I feel like I'm not missing
much by just not playing it.. It ok, kind of like it. One thing I think this game fails in is that I get intressed in the end, but not the
journey to the end.. IF YOU'RE IN THE UNITED STATES, PLAY THE OTHER GRANADO ESPADA ON STEAM,
FERRUCIO SERVER.

[US] Castilla server (THIS ONE) is behind on patches, low population. The other one is run exclusively by IMC Games (the
company that made the game). HanbitSoft and Redbana are not properly maintaining this version.

You cannot transfer your characters, your progress will be lost.
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